Lost in the Middle: How Language Models Use Long Contexts
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\textbf{Abstract}

While recent language models have the ability to take long contexts as input, relatively little is known about how well the language models use longer context. We analyze language model performance on two tasks that require identifying relevant information within their input contexts: multi-document question answering and key-value retrieval. We find that performance is often highest when relevant information occurs at the beginning or end of the input context, and significantly degrades when models must access relevant information in the middle of long contexts. Furthermore, performance substantially decreases as the input context grows longer, even for explicitly long-context models. Our analysis provides a better understanding of how language models use their input context and provides new evaluation protocols for future long-context models.

1 Introduction

Language models have become an important and flexible building block in a variety of user-facing language technologies, including conversational interfaces, search and summarization, and collaborative writing. These models perform downstream tasks primarily via prompting: all relevant task specification and data to process is formatted as a textual context, and the model returns a generated text completion. These input contexts can contain thousands of tokens, especially when using language models on lengthy inputs (e.g., legal or scientific documents, conversation histories, etc.) or augmenting them with external information (e.g., relevant documents from a search engine, database query results, etc; Petroni et al., 2020; Ram et al., 2023; Shi et al., 2023; Mallen et al., 2023; Schick et al., 2023, \textit{inter alia}).

Handling these use-cases requires language models to successfully operate over long sequences.

\textsuperscript{∗}Work partially completed as an intern at Samaya AI.

Figure 1: Changing the location of relevant information (in this case, the position of the passage that answers an input question) within the language model’s input context results in a U-shaped performance curve—models are better at using relevant information that occurs at the very beginning or end of its input context, and performance degrades significantly when models must access and use information located in the middle of its input context. For example, GPT-3.5-Turbo’s open-book performance on the multi-document question task when relevant information is placed in the middle of its input context is lower than its performance when predicting \textit{without any documents} (i.e., the closed-book setting; 56.1%). See Figure 5 for full results.

Language models are generally implemented with Transformers, which scale poorly to long sequences (e.g., since self-attention complexity is quadratic with the input sequence length). As a result, language models are typically trained with relatively small context windows. Recent improvements in hardware (e.g., faster GPUs with more memory) and algorithms (Dai et al., 2019; Dao et al., 2022; Poli et al., 2023; Rubin and Berant, 2023, \textit{inter alia}) have resulted in language models with larger context windows, but it remains unclear how these
extended-context language models make use their input contexts when performing downstream tasks. We empirically investigate this question via controlled experiments with a variety of state-of-the-art open (MPT-30B-Instruct, LongChat-13B (16K)) and closed (OpenAI’s GPT-3.5-Turbo and Anthropic’s Claude) language models in settings that require accessing and using information within an input context. We first experiment with multi-document question answering, which requires models to reason over provided documents to find relevant information and use it to answer a given question; this task mimics the retrieval-augmented generation setup underlying many commercial generative search and question answering applications (e.g., Bing Chat). We make controlled changes to the input context size and the position of the relevant information within the input context and study their effects on model performance. In particular, we can increase the input context length by adding more documents to the input context (akin to retrieving more documents in retrieval-augmented generation), and modify the position of the relevant information within the context by changing the order of the documents in the input context to place the relevant document at the beginning, middle or end of the context.

We observe a distinctive U-shaped performance, which can be clearly visualized in Figure 1, as we vary the position of the relevant information —language model performance is highest when relevant information occurs at the very beginning or end of its input context, and performance significantly degrades when models must access and use information in the middle of their input context (§3.3). For example, when relevant information is placed in the middle of its input context, GPT-3.5-Turbo’s performance on the multi-document question task is lower than its performance when predicting without any documents (i.e., the closed-book setting; 56.1%). In addition, we find that model performance steadily degrades on longer contexts (§3.3), and that extended-context models are not necessarily better at using their input context (§3.3).

Given that language models struggle to access and use information in the middle of their input contexts, to what extent can language models even retrieve from their input contexts? We study this question with a synthetic key-value retrieval task, which is designed to be a minimal testbed for the basic ability to retrieve matching tokens from the input context. In this task, models are given a collection of JSON-formatted key-value pairs, and must return the value associated with a specific key. Similar to the multi-document QA task, the key-value retrieval task also admits controlled changes to the input context length (adding more key-value pairs) and the position of relevant information. We observe a similar U-shaped performance curve in this setting; many models struggle to simply retrieve matching tokens that occur in the middle of their input context.

To better understand why language models struggle to access and use information in the middle of their input contexts, we conduct preliminary investigations into the role of model architecture (decoder-only vs. encoder-decoder), query-aware contextualization, and instruction fine-tuning (§5). We find that encoder-decoder models are relatively robust to changes in the position of relevant information within their input context when evaluated on sequences within its training-time sequence length, but they show a U-shaped curve when evaluated on sequences longer than those seen during training (§5.1). In addition, query-aware contextualization (placing the query before and after the documents or key-value pairs) enables models to perform the synthetic key-value task perfectly, but minimally changes trends in multi-document QA (§5.2). Finally, even base language models (i.e., without instruction fine-tuning) show a U-shaped performance curve as we vary the position of relevant information in the input context.

Lastly, we perform a case study with retriever-reader models on open-domain question answering to better understand the trade-off between adding more information to an input context and increasing the amount of content that the model must reason over (§6)—in contrast to our controlled multi-document QA task, where the context always contains exactly one document that answers the question, none or many of the top k documents may contain the answer in the open-domain QA setting. When retrieving from Wikipedia to answer queries from NaturalQuestions-Open, we find that model performance saturates long before retriever recall levels off, indicating that models fail to effectively use additional retrieved documents — using more than 20 retrieved documents only marginally improves performance (∼1.5% for GPT-3.5-Turbo and ∼1% for claude-1.3).
Our analysis provides a better understanding of how language models use their input context and introduces new evaluation protocols for future long-context models. To facilitate further work on understanding and improving how language models use their input context, we release our code and evaluation data at nelsonliu.me/papers/lost-in-the-middle.

2 Language Models

We study language models as functions that take a textual input context and return a textual output. Modern language models are most commonly implemented with Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017). Transformer language models encode input contexts with self-attention, whose time and memory complexity is quadratic in the length of the input, limiting their application to very long sequences. As a result, language models are generally pre-trained with relatively small amount of prior context (its context window), which accordingly also limits the maximum length of their input contexts.

Increasing language model maximum context length. Recent advances in hardware (e.g., faster GPUs with more memory) and algorithms (e.g., FlashAttention; Dao et al., 2022) have driven a rapid increase in language model maximum context length. OpenAI’s GPT-4 model (released in March 2023) has a maximum context window of 32K tokens; in May 2023, Claude’s context window was expanded from 8K tokens to 100K tokens. In June 2023, OpenAI announced an extended-context version of its GPT-3.5-Turbo model, increasing its context from 4K to 16K tokens. A variety of open-source long context language models have also been recently released: MPT-30B has a maximum context length of 8K tokens, and LongChat-7B has a maximum context length of 16K tokens. Finally, a variety of recently-proposed architectures model sequences with millions of tokens, raising the potential of further dramatic increases in language model maximum context length (Gu et al., 2022; Fu et al., 2023; Poli et al., 2023; Yu et al., 2023, inter alia).

3 Multi-Document Question Answering

Our goal is to better understand how language models use their input context. To this end, we analyze model performance on multi-document question answering, which requires models to find relevant information within an input context and using it to answer the question. In particular, we make controlled changes to the length of the input context and the position of the relevant information and measure changes in task performance.

3.1 Experimental Setup

Our multi-document question answering task closely parallels the retrieval-augmented generation setup underlying commercial search and question answering applications (e.g., Bing Chat). In these experiments, the model inputs are (i) a question to answer and (ii) k documents (e.g., passages from Wikipedia), where exactly one the documents contains the answer to the question and k − 1 “distractor” documents do not. Performing this task requires the model to access the document that contains the answer within its input context and use it to answer the question. Figure 2 presents an example.

We instantiate this task with data from the NaturalQuestions benchmark (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), which contains historical queries issued to the Google search engine and human-annotated answers extracted from Wikipedia. Specifically, we first take queries from NaturalQuestions-Open (Lee et al., 2019), an open domain question answering benchmark that is derived from NaturalQuestions. Use use passages (chunks of at most 100 tokens) from Wikipedia as documents within our input contexts. For each of these queries, we need a document that contains the answer and k − 1 distractor documents that do not contain the answer. To obtain a document that answers the question, we use the Wikipedia paragraph that contains the answer from the NaturalQuestions annotations. To collect k − 1 distractor documents that do not contain the answer, we use the Contriever retrieval system (Izacard et al., 2021) to retrieve the k − 1 Wikipedia chunks that are most relevant to the question and do not contain any of the NaturalQuestions-annotated answers.1 In the input context, the distractor documents are presented in order of decreasing relevance.2

1 Ambiguity in NaturalQuestions-Open means that a small number of distractor passages may contain a reasonable answer. We additionally run experiments on subset of unambiguous questions, finding similar results and conclusions; see Appendix A.

2 Since there might be a prior over “search results” appearing in ranked order, we explored randomly ordering the k − 1 distractor documents and mentioning that the documents are
Figure 2: Example of the multi-document question answering task, with an input context and the desired model answer. The relevant document for correctly answering the request is bolded within the input context.

Figure 3: Modulating the input context length of the multi-document question answering example presented in Figure 2. Adding additional documents that do not contain the answer increases the length of the input context, but does not affect the desired output. The relevant document pair for correctly answering the request is bolded within the input context.

Following Kandpal et al. (2022) and Mallen et al. (2023), we use accuracy as our primary evaluation metric, judging whether any of the correct answers (as taken from the NaturalQuestions annotations) appear in the predicted output.

To modulate the input context length in this task, we increase or decrease the number of retrieved documents that do not contain the answer (Figure 3). To modulate the position of relevant information within the input context, we adjust the order of the documents in the input context to change the position of the document that contains the answer (Figure 4).

3.2 Models

We analyze several state-of-the-art open and closed models. We use greedy decoding when generating outputs and leave exploration of other decoding methods to future work. We use a standard set of prompts for each model (depicted in Figure 2).

Open models. We experiment with MPT-30B-Instruct, which has a maximum context length of 8192 tokens. The model was initially pre-trained on 1 trillion tokens using 2048-token sequences, followed by an additional sequence length adaptation pre-training phase on 50B tokens using 8192-token sequences. We also evaluate LongChat-13B (16K) (Li et al., 2023), which builds on LLaMA-13B (original maximum context window from 2048; Touvron et al., 2023) and extends its context window to 16384 by using condensed rotary
embeddings before fine-tuning with 16384-token sequences.

Closed models. We use the OpenAI API to experiment with GPT-3.5-Turbo and GPT-3.5-Turbo (16K). GPT-3.5-Turbo has a maximum context length of 4K tokens, and GPT-3.5-Turbo (16K) is a version with an extended maximum context length of 16K tokens. We evaluate claude-1.3 and claude-1.3-100k with the Anthropic API; claude-1.3 has a maximum context length of 8K tokens, and claude-1.3-100k has an extended context length of 100K tokens.

3.3 Results and Discussion
We experiment with input contexts containing 10, 20, and 30 documents (2.7K examples each). Figure 5 presents multi-document question answering performance when the position of relevant information within the input context. To better understand the realistic lower- and upper-bounds on performance, we also evaluate performance on the closed-book and oracle settings. In the closed-book setting, models are not given any documents in their input context, and must rely on their parametric memory to generate the correct answer. On the other hand, in the oracle setting, language models are given the single document that contains the answer and must use it to answer the question. GPT-3.5-Turbo and GPT-3.5-Turbo (16K) have the highest closed-book (55%) and oracle (88%) performance; see Appendix D for full closed-book and oracle results on all models.

Model performance is highest when relevant information occurs at the beginning or end of its input context. As the position of relevant information is changed, we see a distinctive U-shaped curve in model performance—models are much better at identifying and using relevant information that occurs at the very beginning and very end of contexts, and suffer degraded performance when forced to use information within the middle of its input context. For example, GPT-3.5-Turbo’s multi-document QA performance can drop by more than 20%—at its nadir, performance in 20- and 30-document settings is lower than performance without any input documents (i.e., closed-book performance; 56.1%). These results indicate that current models cannot effectively reason over their entire context window when performing downstream tasks, and that models have an easier time retrieving and using information at the very start or end of their input contexts.

Model performance substantially decreases as input contexts grow longer. On both tasks, model performance degrades as the contexts grow longer, indicating that models struggle to retrieve and use relevant information from long input contexts (Figure 6).

This trend continues when comparing models with their corresponding extended-context versions. For example, GPT-3.5-Turbo’s lowest performance in the 20-document setting is 52.9% (when the document containing the answer is positioned 10th out of 20). The input contexts of the 30-document
setting are too long for GPT-3.5-Turbo, but using its extended-context counterpart GPT-3.5-Turbo (16K) also results in performance decrease (49.5% when the relevant document is positioned 10th out of 30)—although extended-context models can process longer input contexts, they may not be better at reasoning over the information within its context window.

Extended-context models are not necessarily better at using input context. In settings where the input context fits in the context window of both a model and its extended-context counterpart, we see that performance between them is nearly identical. For example, the results for GPT-3.5-Turbo and GPT-3.5-Turbo (16K) are nearly superimposed (solid green series and dashed red series, respectively). These results indicate that models with longer maximum context windows are not necessarily better at using this extended context.

4 How Well Can Language Models Retrieve From Input Contexts?

Given that language models struggle to retrieve and use information from the middle of their input contexts in the multi-document question answering task, to what extent can they simply retrieve from input contexts? We study this question with a synthetic key-value retrieval task to isolate and study the basic ability of matching and retrieving relevant information from input contexts.

4.1 Experimental Setup

In our synthetic key-value retrieval task, the inputs are (i) a string-serialized JSON object with \( k \) key-value pairs, where each of the keys and values are unique, randomly-generated UUIDs and (ii) a particular key within the aforementioned JSON object. The goal is to return the value associated with the specified key. Thus, each JSON object contains one relevant key-value pair (where the value is to be retrieved), and \( k - 1 \) irrelevant “distractor” key-value pairs. Figure 7 provides an example input context and its corresponding desired output. We use accuracy as our evaluation metric, assessing whether the correct value appears in the predicted output.

Our synthetic key-value retrieval task is designed to provide a minimal testbed for the basic ability to retrieve matching tokens from an input context. This task shares similar goals with the Little Retrieval Test of Papailiopoulos et al. (2023) and the closely-related fine-grained line retrieval task of Li et al. (2023), but we explicitly seek to distill and simplify the task by removing as much natural language semantics as possible (using random UUIDs instead), since language features may present potential confounders (e.g., because Transformer language models may have varying sensitivity to different linguistic features in their input context; O’Connor and Andreas, 2021).

To modulate the input context length in this task, we change the number of input JSON key-value pairs \( k \) by adding or removing random keys, changing the number of distractor key-value pairs (Figure 8). To modulate the position of relevant information within the input context, we change the position of the key to retrieve within the serialized JSON object (Figure 9).

4.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 10 presents key-value retrieval performance; We experiment with input contexts containing 75, 140, and 300 key-value pairs (500 examples each). We use the same set of models as the multi-document question answering experiments, see §3.2 for more details.

Although the synthetic key-value retrieval task only requires identifying exact match within the input context, not all models achieve high performance—claude-1.3 and claude-1.3-100k do nearly perfectly on all evaluated input context lengths, but other models struggle, especially when
5 Why Do Language Models Struggle To Use Their Entire Input Context?

Our multi-document question answering and key-value retrieval results show that language model performance degrades significantly when they must access relevant information in the middle of long input contexts. To better understand why, we perform some preliminary investigations into the role of model architecture (e.g., decoder-only vs. encoder-decoder), query-aware contextualization, and the effects of instruction fine-tuning.

5.1 Effect of Model Architecture

The open models we evaluate in §3 and §4 are all decoder-only and encoder-decoder language models.
Figure 10: The effect of changing the input context length and the position of relevant information on key-value retrieval performance. Lower positions are closer to the start of the input context. Although some models are largely perfect on this synthetic task (e.g., claude-1.3 and claude-1.3), we see again that performance is often highest when relevant information is occurs at the very start or very end of the context, and rapidly degrades when models must retrieve from the middle of the input context. LongChat-13B (16K) in the 140 key-value setting is a notable outlier; when the relevant information is at the start of the input context, it tends to generate code to retrieve the key, rather than outputting the value itself.

Figure 11: Encoder-decoder models (Flan-UL2 and Flan-T5-XXL) are relatively robust to changes in the position of relevant information within their input context when evaluated on sequences that are shorter than their encoder’s training-time maximum sequence length (2048 and 512 tokens, respectively). However, when these models are evaluated on sequences longer than those seen during training (20- and 30-document settings), they also exhibit a U-shaped performance curve, where performance is much higher when the relevant information occurs at the beginning or end of the input context as opposed to the middle.

We experiment with Flan-T5-XXL (Raffel et al., 2020; Chung et al., 2022) and Flan-UL2 (Tay et al., 2023). Flan-T5-XXL is trained with a sequences of 512 tokens (encoder and decoder). Flan-UL2 is initially trained with sequences of 512 tokens (encoder and decoder), but is then pre-trained for an extra 100K steps with 1024 tokens (encoder and decoder), before instruction-tuning on sequences with 2048 tokens in the encoder and 512 tokens in the decoder. However, since these models use relative positional embeddings, they can (in principle) extrapolate beyond these maximum context lengths; Shaham et al. (2023) find that both models can perform well with sequences of 8K tokens.

Figure 11 juxtaposes the performance of decoder-only and encoder-decoder models. When Flan-UL2 is evaluated on sequences within its 2048 training-time context window, its performance is relatively robust to changes in the position of relevant information within the input context. When evaluated on settings with sequences longer than 2048 tokens, Flan-UL2 performance begins to degrade when relevant information is place in the middle. Flan-T5-XXL shows a similar trend, where longer input contexts result in a greater performance degradation when placing relevant information in the middle of the input context.

We speculate that encoder-decoder models may make better use of their context windows because their bidirectional encoder allows processing each document in the context of future documents, potentially enhancing relative importance estimation.
5.2 Effect of Query-Aware Contextualization

Our experiments in §3 and §4 place the query (i.e., question to answer or key to retrieve) after the data to process (i.e., the documents or the key-value pairs). As a result, decoder-only models cannot attend to query tokens when contextualizing documents or key-value pairs, since the query only appears at the end of the prompt and decoder-only models can only attend to prior tokens at each timestep. On the other hand, encoder-decoder models use a bidirectional encoder to contextualize input contexts, and seem to be more robust to changes in the position of relevant information in their input context—can use this intuition to also improve the performance of decoder-only models by placing the query before and after the data, enabling query-aware contextualization of documents (or key-value pairs)?

We find that query-aware contextualization dramatically improves performance on the key-value retrieval task. For example, GPT-3.5-Turbo (16K) (with query-aware contextualization) achieves perfect performance when evaluated with 300 key-value pairs. In contrast, without query-aware contextualization, it achieves a lowest performance of 45.6% in the same setting (Figure 10).

In contrast, query-aware contextualization minimally affects performance trends in the multi-document question answering task. In particular, it improves performance when the relevant information is located at the very beginning of the input context, but slightly decreases performance in other settings.

5.3 Effect of Instruction-Tuning

All of the models that we evaluated in §3 and §4 are instruction-tuned—after their initial pre-training, they undergo supervised fine-tuning on a dataset of instructions and responses. In this supervised instruction-tuning data, the task specification and/or instruction is commonly placed at the beginning of the input context, which might lead instruction-tuned language models to place more weight on the start of the input context.

To better understand the potential effects of instruction-tuning on how language models use long input contexts, we compare the multi-document question answering performance of MPT-30B-Instruct against its base model (i.e., before instruction fine-tuning) MPT-30B. We use the same experimental setup as §3.

Figure 13 compares the multi-document QA performance of MPT-30B and MPT-30B-Instruct as a function of the position of the relevant information in the input context. Surprisingly, we
see that both MPT-30B and MPT-30B-Instruct exhibit a U-shaped performance curve, where performance is highest when relevant information occurs at the very beginning or very end of the context. Although the absolute performance of MPT-30B-Instruct is uniformly higher than that of MPT-30B, their overall performance trends are quite similar. These observations complement prior work, which found that language models are biased towards recent tokens (i.e., the end of the input context; Khandelwal et al., 2018; Press et al., 2021). This recency bias is generally shown in the context of next-word prediction on contiguous text, where language models minimally benefit from long-range information (Sun et al., 2021). In contrast, our results show that language models are capable of using longer-range information (i.e., the beginning of the input context) when prompted with instruction-formatted data. We hypothesize that language models learn to use these contexts from similarly-formatted data that may occur in webtext seen during pre-training, e.g., StackOverflow questions and answers.

6 Is More Context Is Always Better?

A Case Study With Open-Domain QA

In practical settings, there is often a trade-off with increased the input context length—providing the instruction-tuned language model with more information may help improve downstream task performance, but also increases the amount of content that the model must reason over. Even if a language model can take in 16K tokens, is it actually beneficial to provide 16K tokens of context? The answer to this question is downstream task-specific since it depends on the marginal value of the added context and the model’s ability to effectively use long input contexts, but we perform a case study with open-domain question answering on NaturalQuestions-Open to better understand this trade-off.

We use models in a standard retriever-reader setup. A retrieval system (Contriever, fine-tuned on MS-MARCO) takes an input query from NaturalQuestions-Open and returns $k$ documents from Wikipedia. To condition instruction-tuned language models on these retrieved documents, we simply include them in the prompt. We evaluate retriever recall and reader accuracy (whether any of the annotated answers appear in the predicted output) as a function of the number of retrieved documents $k$. We use a subset of NaturalQuestions-Open where the long answer is a paragraph (as opposed to a table or a list).

Figure 14 presents open-domain QA results. We see that reader model performance saturates long before retriever performance levels off, indicating that readers are not effectively using the extra context. Using more than 20 retrieved documents only marginally improves reader performance ($\sim$1.5% for GPT-3.5-Turbo and $\sim$1% for Claude), while significantly increasing the input context length (and thus latency and cost). These results, coupled with the observation that models are better at retrieving and using information at the start or end of the input contexts, suggest that effective reranking of retrieved documents (pushing relevant information closer to the start of the input context) or ranked list truncation (returning fewer documents when necessary; Arampatzis et al., 2009) may be promising directions for improving how language-model-based readers use retrieved context.

7 Related Work

7.1 Long-context language models

There is a rich line of work in designing performant language models with cheaper scaling than Transformers in the context length. Many lines of work pursue Transformer variants with attention modifications like recurrence (Dai et al., 2019), factorizing attention into computationally less intensive approximations (Beltagy et al., 2020; Zaheer et al.,
2020), or low-rank approximations (Wang et al., 2020; Peng et al., 2021); see Tay et al. (2022) for a comprehensive overview. Dao et al. (2022) instead provide a faster exact attention by a carefully-crafted IO-aware CUDA kernel. Separately, there are attempts to do away with attention entire to remove quadratic sequence length complexity, often through convolution and/or linear RNNs, e.g., in RWKV (Peng, 2023), S4 (Gu et al., 2022), or Hyena (Poli et al., 2023). Many efforts evaluate perplexity on a diverse web corpus as a proxy for the ability to process long contexts; this work shows that precise knowledge access on long contexts may be an added challenge.

7.2 How do language models use context?

The pioneering work of Khandelwal et al. (2018) showed that small LSTM language models make increasingly coarse use of longer-term context; Sankar et al. (2019) found similar results in dialogue models. Petroni et al. (2020) were among the first to demonstrate the potential of combining context from an information retrieval system with a pre-trained language models for unsupervised question answering. O’Connor and Andreas (2021) found that many information-destroying operations had marginal effects on Transformer LMs’ predictions. Krishna et al. (2022) found that long-context neural generation in modestly-sized Transformer language models degenerates because models fail to properly condition on long context. Finally, studying long-context models, Sun et al. (2021) found that longer contexts improves prediction of only a few tokens, an empirical finding consistent with the theory of Sharan et al. (2018), who showed that sequence distributions with bounded mutual information necessarily lead to marginal average prediction benefits from increasingly long context.

7.3 The serial-position effect

The U-shaped curve we observe in this work has a connection in psychology known as the serial-position effect (Ebbinghaus, 1913; Murdoch Jr, 1962), that states that in free-association recall of elements from a list, humans tend to best remember the first and last elements of the list. The serial-position effect plays a role in understanding how humans develop short- and long-term memory. Observing a serial-position-like effect in LLMs is perhaps surprising, since the self-attention mechanisms underlying Transformer LLMs being technically equally capable of retrieving any token from their contexts.

8 Conclusion

We empirically study how language models use long input contexts via a series of controlled experiments on two tasks that require identifying and using relevant information in-context: multi-document question answering and key-value retrieval. We find that language models often struggle to use information in the middle of long input contexts, and that performance decreases as the input context grows longer. We conduct a preliminary investigation of the role of (i) model architecture, (ii) query-aware contextualization, and (iii) instruction-tuning to better understand how each of these factors might affect how language models use context. Finally, we conclude with a practical case study of open-domain question answering, finding that the performance of language model readers saturates far before retriever recall. Our results and analysis provide a better understanding of how language models use their input context and provides new evaluation protocols for future long-context models.
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A Ambiguity in Multi-Document QA

Distractor Documents

Following a variety of past work on NaturalQuestions-Open (Izacard et al., 2021; Izacard and Grave, 2021, inter alia), we use a standard Wikipedia dump from late 2018 as our retrieval corpus. However, this standard Wikipedia dump has a small amount of temporal mismatch with the data in NaturalQuestions.

For example, consider the question “what nfl team does robert griffin iii play for”. The NaturalQuestions annotated answer is “currently a free agent”. However, the Wikipedia retrieval corpus contains the information that he plays for the “Baltimore Ravens”, since he was released from the team between the Wikipedia dump’s timestamp and the NaturalQuestions annotation process.

We use the ambiguity annotations of Min et al. (2020) to create a subset unambiguous questions. Experiments on this unambiguous subset of the data show similar results and conclusions as the experiments on the full questions collection (Figure 15).

B Randomizing Distractor Order in Multi-Document QA

Our prompt instructs the language model to use the provided search results to answer the question. There may be a prior in the pre-training or instruction-tuning data to treat search results as sorted by decreasing relevance (i.e., the documents near the beginning of the input context are more likely to be useful than those at the end). To validate that our conclusions are not simply a byproduct of this bias, we run experiments the modified instruction “Write a high-quality answer for the given question using only the provided search results (some of which might be irrelevant). The search results are ordered randomly.” In addition, we randomly shuffle the k − 1 distractor documents.

Figure 16 presents the results of this experiment. We continue to see a U-shaped performance curve, with performance degrading when language models must use information in the middle of their input contexts. Comparing the results in §3.3 with those when randomizing the distractor order and mentioning such in the prompt, we see that randomization slightly decreases performance when the relevant information is at the very beginning of the context, and slightly increases performance when using information in the middle and end of the context.

Figure 16: Language model performance when randomizing the order of the distractors (rather than presenting them in order of decreasing relevance) and mentioning as such in the prompt.
C  GPT-4 Performance

We evaluate GPT-4 on a subset of 500 random examples (Figure 17). GPT-4 achieves higher absolute performance than any other language model, but still shows a U-shaped performance curve—its performance is highest when relevant information occurs at the very start or end of the context, and performance degrades when it must use information in the middle of its input context.

D  Closed-book and Oracle Performance

Table 1 presents language model performance on the closed-book and oracle settings for multi-document question answering. In the closed-book setting, language models are not given any documents in their input context, and must rely on their parametric memory to generate the correct answer. In the oracle setting, language models are given the single document that contains the answer, and must use it to answer the question. This represents an upper-bound on task performance.